
 

 

 

Enhancing Sensitron’s fixed product line with Crowcon’s portable gas detectors 
 

 

Building on the success of our new partnership with Crowcon Detection Instruments, we are delighted to 
announce that Crowcon's portable gas detector range is now available to be purchased through Sensitron 
as well as our channel partners. Crowcon’s portable gas detectors are designed for a multitude of 
industries and applications, protecting people against a wide range of industrial gas hazards with both 
single gas and multi gas monitors. The addition of 8 portable gas detectors, in a variety of sizes and 
complexities, allows our customers to find the right gas detection solution to meet their requirements.   
  
Clip SGD  
The Clip is an industrial gas detector designed for use in hazardous areas, offering reliable and durable 
fixed 2-year life span monitoring in a compact, lightweight and maintenance-free package. It is available 
for Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S), Carbon Monoxide (CO) or Oxygen (O2).  
  
Gasman  
Gasman is a compact single gas personal monitor designed for use in the toughest environments. With 
impact resistance and compliance to IP65, Gasman offers a wide range of gases, including six flammable 
calibration options. Its compact and lightweight design makes it ideal for use in industries such as oil and 
gas, chemical, steel works and waste and water works.   
  
T4, T4x 

The Crowcon T4 is a portable multi-gas detector with industry leading sensor technologies, which protects 
against the four most prevalent gas hazards: Carbon Monoxide (CO), Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S), flammable 
gases and Oxygen depletion. T4 integrates innovative safety features to provide advanced protection for 
those working in harsh environments.   
  
Gas-Pro 

Crowcon's Gas-Pro portable multi gas detector offers detection of up to 5 gases in a compact solution. It 
has an easy-to-read top mount display making it intuitive and optimal for confined space gas detection. An 
optional internal pump, activated with the flow plate, takes the pain out of pre-entry testing and allows 
Gas-Pro to be worn either in pumped or diffusion modes. Also available in IR and PID variants, Gas-Pro 
ensures that you have a personal monitoring solution for whatever gas risk. 
  
Our MD Daniele Cresseri says:  
 
“We are proud to expand our existing fix detector product range with Crowcon’s portable gas detectors. 
Providing both fix and portable solutions helps solidify Sensitron’s place as one of the leading European 
names in gas detection, helping us protect people and the environment every day.”  
 
To find out about the new portable gas detectors, please visit our new website: www.sensitron.it or 
alternatively contact your local Sensitron sales representative.   
 
 

http://www.sensitron.it/

